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Abstract

Background Although long-term management of psoriasis is paramount, this approach is

challenging in clinical practice. In the recent PSO-LONG trial, a fixed-dose combination of

betamethasone dipropionate (BD) and calcipotriol (Cal) foam applied twice a week on non-

consecutive days for 52 weeks (proactive treatment) reduced the risk of relapse. However,

the role of Cal/BD foam in the long-term management of psoriasis needs further

clarifications. The ProActive Management (PAM) program, a nationwide Italian project,

aims at reaching a consensus on the role of proactive management of psoriasis.

Methods A steering committee generated some statements through the nominal group

technique (NGT). The statements were voted by an expert panel in an adapted Delphi

voting process.

Results Eighteen statements were proposed, and the majority of them (14/18) reached a

consensus during the Delphi voting. The need to provide long-term proactive topical

treatment to reduce the risk of relapse for the treatment of challenging diseases sites or in

patients where phototherapy or systemic therapies are contraindicated/ineffective was

widely recognized. A consensus was reached about the possibility to associate the

proactive treatment with systemic and biological therapies, without the need for dose

intensification, thus favoring a prolonged remission. Moreover, the proactive treatment was

recognized as more effective than weekend therapy in increasing time free from relapses.

Approaches to improve adherence, on the other hand, need further investigation.

Conclusions The inclusion in guidelines of a proactive strategy among the effective

treatment options will be a fundamental step in the evolution of a mild-moderate psoriasis

therapeutic approach.
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Introduction

Psoriasis requires long-term management in clinical practice.

Indeed, even once the skin lesions are fully resolved, subclinical

inflammation may persist, eventually leading to flares of disease

in the same site.1,2 However, although long-term management

of psoriasis is paramount, this approach is still challenging in

clinical practice (especially for mild-to-moderate forms of the

disease) partly due to the lack of suitable treatments or the diffi-

culties in maintaining adherence. Hence, many patients are not

treated or undertreated.3

Topical treatments are recommended by international guideli-

nes for the first-line treatment of mild-to-moderate psoriasis.4,5

Among these treatments, approved therapies include corticos-

teroids, vitamin D analogs, combined corticosteroid/vitamin D

analog (calcipotriol [Cal]) formulations, vitamin A derivatives,

anthralin, and newer formulations of tar.2 However, to date, the

use of topical treatments has mainly been explored in short-term

therapy, and clinical data on the long-term use of this therapeutic

strategy remain scant.3 Furthermore, long-term management by

topical therapy is usually based upon a reactive approach – i.e.,

the administration of treatment when psoriasis relapses.

Noteworthy, a proactive approach—i.e., the regular applica-

tion of maintenance therapy to previously affected areas, with

calcineurin inhibitors prevents and delays relapses in another

chronic dermatological condition, namely atopic dermatitis.

Therefore, in line with the principle, proactive management can

also be effective in psoriasis.1,3

This speculation found confirmation in the recently published

PSO-LONG trial, in which the fixed-dose combination of a corticos-

teroid (betamethasone dipropionate [BD]) and vitamin D analog

(Cal) foam applied twice weekly on non-consecutive days for

52 weeks, in patients who had achieved treatment success after a

4-week open-label phase, prolonged the time to first relapse,

increased time with disease remission, and reduced the number of

relapses compared with reactive management.6 The PSO-LONG

trial represents an unprecedented advance in the treatment of pso-

riasis, and according to its results, Cal/BD foam is now indicated

also in the maintenance treatment of this disease.3,7 However, the

role of Cal/BD foam and the potential therapeutic schemes in the

long-term management of psoriasis need further clarifications, and

suggestions should be provided to improve adherence and optimize

the patient journey in clinical practice.3

Consensus approaches play a major role in current research

in dermatology. This methodology is used to obtain consensus

definitions that would be useful for daily practice, especially for

areas in which evidence from well-grounded studies is

scant.3,5,8–10 We have, therefore, conducted the ProActive Man-

agement (PAM) program, a nationwide Italian project, to reach

a consensus on the role of proactive management of psoriasis,

with a focus on Cal/BD, in terms of its rationale, therapeutic

approaches, and optimization of a patient’s journey. In particu-

lar, we used a combined approach of two different consensus

methods, the nominal group technique (NGT) and the Delphi

method. The combination of NGT and Delphi is increasingly

used in clinical qualitative methdology, to provide a robust col-

lection of expert opinions.11–13

Methods

Overview of the PAM project

The structure of this nationwide project is shown in the flowchart

(Fig. 1), and more details are provided in the following paragraphs.

In short, a steering committee reviewed the available literature and

generated some statements through the NGT.14 The steering

committee consisted of six Italian dermatologists who designed and

developed the project, identified the expert panel, generated the

statements, and reviewed and discussed the voting results. The

statements were voted by an expert panel of Italian dermatologists

in a round of an adapted Delphi voting process during eight

macroregional meetings. Candidate experts were proposed and

approved by the steering committee.

This methodology has already been applied elsewhere.13 The

project was supported by an unconditioned grant from Leo

Pharma. The steering committee sought the assistance of an

independent scientific consultancy agency (Polistudium srl,

Milan, Italy) to facilitate meetings and provide assistance in the

preparation of materials.
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Literature review and key questions

The steering committee reviewed the most recent literature on

long-term and proactive management of psoriasis and drafted

three key questions to be used to generate statements through

an NGT round.

Domains of the questions were as follows: (i) rationale for

long-term proactive management of psoriasis with topical

therapy; (ii) different approaches to long-term proactive

management of psoriasis; and (iii) barriers to a wider

implementation of proactive management in clinical practice and

possible solutions.

Definition of statements

The NGT is a direct and structured technique, based on

experts’ opinions, aimed at managing meetings organized to

make decisions and provide guidance for a specific topic that is

not supported by robust evidence.14 In the PAM project, an

NGT was used to generate the statements for the Delphi Panel.

First, each member of the steering committee independently

developed his/her thoughts and opinions on each of the

identified three questions. All opinions were presented during

an online meeting in November 2020, chaired by a professional

facilitator. All the opinions were refined and converted into

statements and shared with the members of the steering

committee, who ranked them through an online voting process

in terms of priority and relevance using a 1–5 scale. The

participants then had the opportunity to review and/or comment

on all statements during a second, remotely performed meeting.

Eventually, the final list of statements was drafted.

Adapted Delphi process

The Delphi method is a standard method of consensus which is

evaluated interactively and anonymously through online voting,

the level of agreement (consensus quantification) using a Likert

scale (1–5; 1 = total disagreement; 5 = total agreement).

According to the indications of the Ministry of Health,15 consensus

on the agreement is reached when ≥75% of voters express a vote

equal to 4 or 5. Further rounds of voting are performed after

collecting the feedback of participants on each statement.

During an online meeting held in February 2021, the steering

committee presented the overall architecture of the project and

the statements to a group of nine other Italian dermatologists

(chairs), who guided and chaired a series of other eight online

meetings (March–May 2021) in which the statements were

presented to and voted on by the Delphi Panel (one meeting

was chaired by two chairs).

Figure 1 The overall structure of the ProActive Management project Source: Original—no permissions required

ª 2022 The Authors. International Journal of Dermatology published by Wiley Periodicals LLC
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Eight to 10 other Italian dermatologists participated in each of

those online meetings, for a total of 77 members of the Delphi

Panel. During each meeting, the members of the Delphi Panel,

including the chairs, voted the statements according to the

Delphi methodology, and results from each meeting were

pooled. Advice from participants was collected, and suggestions

were integrated with the statements which did not reach

consensus during the online meetings. Those statements were

then voted online again by the Delphi Panel.

Statistical analysis

All data were analyzed with descriptive statistics.

Results

NGT outcome

During the NGT round, the steering committee provided an

opinion on the three key questions and defined 18 statements

to be administered during the Delphi voting (Table 1). One

statement, which concerned the outcomes for monitoring the

efficacy of proactive management, was composed of seven

substatements, one for each outcome.

Delphi round

During the first round of the Delphi process, held during the online

meetings, consensus on the agreement was reached for 14 out of

18 statements (Table 1). The consensus was not reached for four

statements, all derived from the ‘barriers to a wider implementation

of proactive management in clinical practice and possible solutions’

key questions, and one substatement.

Statements in which consensus was not reached were modi-

fied by the steering committee according to the suggestions col-

lected during the meetings and re-proposed to the Delphi

Panel. However, a consensus was not reached again (data not

shown).

Discussion

The PSO-LONG can be considered a landmark trial for the

treatment of psoriasis since it is the first study to show the effi-

cacy of proactive long-term therapy of mild-to-moderate dis-

ease.3,6 In the PSO-LONG trial, twice-weekly treatment with

Cal/BD foam resulted in delayed time to first relapse, reduced

number of relapses, and prolonged time free in remission com-

pared with on-demand reactive treatment. These outcomes

were paralleled by a favorable safety profile and a positive

effect on the quality of life.6 Of note, the good cosmetic appear-

ance of Cal/BD foam may further contribute to patients’ accep-

tance of this long-term proactive therapy,6,16 as also shown in

the very recent field-practice, Italian multicenter LION study.17

In addition, the reported action of Cal/BD foam on skin pain

associated with psoriasis lesions represents another adjunctive

factor, which further supports its use in the long term.18

However, to date, the PSO-LONG trial represents the only

evidence on the proactive management of mild-to-moderate

psoriasis. Therefore, while new evidence appears eagerly

awaited, consensus approaches have a major role in forming

expert opinions on the use of proactive regimens in psoriasis

and on educational and monitoring interventions.

We have, therefore, conducted the PAM, a nationwide Italian

project, which aims to reach a consensus on the role of proactive

management of psoriasis, with a focus on Cal/BD. In this project,

we sequentially used two different consensus methods, the NGT

and the Delphi method, with the aim to collect and form experts’

opinions through a robust approach. A high number of dermatolo-

gists from all the Italian territory participated in the project.

In total, three main areas of discussion were identified, and

18 statements were proposed during the NGT round. The

majority of the statements (14/18) reached a consensus during

the Delphi round. We comment here on the outcomes of the

NGT and Delphi rounds.

The rationale for long-term proactive management of

psoriasis with topical therapy

Since psoriasis presents subtle inflammation even during remis-

sion phases,19 there was a high level of consensus on the need

to provide long-term proactive topical treatment to reduce the

risk of relapse in patients with mild-to-moderate psoriasis and

prolong time free from disease, in line with current practice in

atopic dermatitis.20,21 Furthermore, according to the

Panel, long-term topical treatment can have a role in the treat-

ment of challenging disease sites on which systemic treatment

is often not fully effective, such as the hands, elbows, and

scalp.22,23 In addition, according to the Panel, topical long-term

proactive treatment of psoriasis can be useful when photother-

apy or systemic treatment are contraindicated or ineffective, two

conditions that may be frequently encountered in clinical prac-

tice.24,25 On these bases, the Panel suggested that a revision

of current guidelines for psoriasis may be considered to include

the possibility of proactive long-term treatment.

However, the efficacy of topical long-term treatment in clinical

practice should be properly monitored. According to the Panel,

several outcomes can be considered as relevant to this end,

namely duration of the remission, the number of relapses in the

already-treated areas, time free from symptoms effect on quality

of life (e.g., itching, pain, burning), ability to maintain adherence,

and modified Psoriasis Area and Severity Index (PASI).

Remarkably, the efficacy on the symptoms constitutes a not

negligible advantage given the high impact of itching, pain, and

burning on the quality of life of patients. In addition, the

patient’s opinion and expectations together with the impact on

quality of life (DLQI) represent factors that have to be consid-

ered when evaluating treatment efficacy. Among the outcomes,

the patient’s ability to maintain proper adherence achieved the

highest percentage of agreement (92%): adherence to treat-

ment, which is of paramount relevance in topical therapy, is

International Journal of Dermatology 2022, 61, 1543–1551 ª 2022 The Authors. International Journal of Dermatology published by Wiley Periodicals LLC

on behalf of the International Society of Dermatology.
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Table 1 Results of Delphi panel

Statements

Response Consensus scorea

1 2 3 4 5 Agree Disagree

1. Rationale for long-term proactive management of psoriasis with topical therapy

1.1 The skin of patients with psoriasis, even when treated

and not showing overt lesions, still presents a residual risk

of relapse. Long-term proactive treatment can deactivate

the inflammatory pathway and prevent relapses

2 (2.7%) 14 (18.7%) 59 (78.7%) 97.3%

1.2 Based on available evidence on long-term proactive

treatment with calcineurin inhibitors in atopic dermatitis, a

revision of the guidelines is suggested to also

recommend proactive treatment in psoriasis

5 (6.7%) 13 (17.3%) 57 (76.0%) 93.3%

1.3 Long-term proactive topical treatment avoids worsening

of a mild-to-moderate disease and can extend the disease-

free period, improving quality of life with minimum risks

4 (5.3%) 23 (30.7%) 48 (64.0%) 90.7%

1.4 Long-term topical treatment allows targeted intervention

on sites where systemic drugs or phototherapy are less

effective in the individual patient

2 (2.7%) 40 (53.3%) 7 (9.3%) 26 (34.7%) 88.0%

1.5 When phototherapy, systemic or biological therapy are

contraindicated, ineffective or only partially effective, chronic

topical treatment is useful, both in reactive and in proactive

maintenance

1 (1.3%) 3 (3.9%) 15 (19.7%) 57 (75.0%) 94.7%

1.6 To evaluate the effectiveness of proactive treatment, the

following outcome(s) should be considered:

1.6.1 duration of the remission period 1 (1.3%) 2 (2.7%) 20 (26.7%) 52 (69.3%) 96.0%

1.6.2 number of relapses 2 (2.7%) 1 (1.3%) 8 (10.7%) 28 (37.3%) 36 (48.0%) 85.3%

1.6.3 time free from subjective symptoms important for the

patient’s QoL (heat, burning, itching)

1 (1.3%) 11 (14.7%) 27 (36.0%) 36 (48.0%) 84.0%

1.6.4 tolerability by monitoring any local adverse reaction 1 (1.3%) 14 (18.7%) 28 (37.3%) 32 (42.7%) 80.0%

1.6.5 patient’s ability to maintain a proper adherence 1 (1.3%) 5 (6.7%) 25 (33.3%) 44 (58.7%) 92.0%

1.6.6 modified PASI 3 (4.0%) 10 (13.3%) 33 (44.0%) 29 (38.7%) 82.7%

1.6.7 PGA 2 (2.7%) 5 (6.7%) 14 (18.7%) 32 (42.7%) 22 (29.3%) 72.8%

2. Different approaches to long-term proactive management of psoriasis

2.1 The mechanistic rationale of the Cal/BD combination and

available evidence allow its use as a long-term topical

therapy in patients with psoriasis

3 (4.0%) 23 (30.7%) 49 (65.3%) 96.0%

2.2 The good tolerability and lack of clinically relevant

systemic effects (e.g., on the hypothalamic–pituitary–

adrenal axis and calcium metabolism) support the twice-

weekly use of Cal/BD foam in the long-term proactive

treatment of psoriasis

1 (1.3%) 1 (1.3%) 16 (21.3%) 57 (76.0%) 97.3%

2.3 The proactive treatment with Cal/BD foam can be

associated with systemic conventional and biological

therapy, without the need for an intensification of the

dose or even with the possibility of a dose reduction of

the systemic therapy, thus favoring a prolonged

remission

1 (1.3%) 8 (10.7%) 25 (33.3%) 41 (54.7%) 88.0%

2.4 Proactive treatment with Cal/BD foam may also be useful

in combination with biologics, for example in

unresponsive sites or when a complete response is not

achieved

1 (1.3%) 2 (2.7%) 7 (9.3%) 22 (29.3%) 43 (57.3%) 86.6%

2.5 The twice-weekly non-consecutive dosing regimen

recommended for long-term therapy with Cal/BD foam

(proactive treatment) may allow for a reduction in the

number of relapses

3 (4.0%) 29 (38.7%) 43 (57.3%) 96.0%

2.6 Proactive treatment allows for greater efficacy than

weekend therapy, increasing the time free from relapses

2 (2.7%) 1 (1.3%) 6 (8.0%) 22 (29.3%) 44 (58.7%) 88.0%

ª 2022 The Authors. International Journal of Dermatology published by Wiley Periodicals LLC
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indeed influenced not only by the efficacy and safety of the

treatment but also by its cosmetic acceptability and the patient’s

preferences. Interestingly, a consensus was not reached on the

use of PGA (Physician Global Assessment) to monitor the efficacy

of topical long-term treatment in clinical practice. A possible expla-

nation for this finding could be that, although PGA is a practical tool

for measuring the severity of psoriasis, its value is limited as a

stand-alone instrument because it does not assess the affected

body surface area. However, in the sole trial available to date, the

PSO-LONG study, PGA was assessed.6 Although the European

Medicines Agency recommends using PASI together with PGA to

evaluate the efficacy of new treatments in clinical trials, PGA can

be used in field practice since it is reliable and time-saving.26

Indeed, a close correlation between PGA and PASI, irrespective of

treatment modality, has been recently demonstrated.27 We, there-

fore, believe that a wider application of this method of assessment

of treatment efficacy would be welcome, in line with recent sugges-

tions. Other approaches (e.g., dermoscopy, which allows an objec-

tive measure of the efficacy of therapy over time) can be also worth

further evaluation.

Different approaches to long-term proactive management

of psoriasis

When dealing with this key question, the focus was on treatment

with Cal/BD topical foam, since the PSO-LONG trial is the only

phase III trial in this setting available to date, and Cal/BD foam is

currently the only treatment for which the approved label allows

either reactive treatment of relapse or proactive use.6,28 Further-

more, Cal/BD foam showed to be more effective and convenient

than other formulations, although in the short-term setting so

far.3,29–31 All statements in this area reached a consensus.

First, the Delphi Panel pointed out that the use of Cal/BD foam

in the long-term proactive treatment of psoriasis is based upon a

strong mechanistic rationale, given the well-documented syner-

gistic effect of the two components and the immunomodulatory

properties shown by this compound.32–35 In short, Cal, a vitamin

D analog, acts on epidermal dysregulation and promotes the dif-

ferentiation of keratinocytes, while BD targets pro-inflammatory

cytokines and chemokines and also enhances keratinocyte differ-

entiation. Furthermore, Cal/BD decreases the expansion of Th1

and Th17 cells into the psoriatic lesions. Last, local skin reactions

potentially associated with Cal are decreased in the presence of

BD, and, in turn, Cal contrasts the skin atrophy induced by BD.

This mechanistic rationale poses the basis for the marked

and sustained efficacy shown by Cal/BD foam in the PSO-

LONG trial and to its favorable safety profile, with no relevant

effects on calcium metabolism and hypothalamic–pituitary–adre-

nal axis.6

Given the favorable results shown in the PSO-LONG trial

and other experiences,36–43 the possibility to associate the

Table 1 Continued

Statements

Response Consensus scorea

1 2 3 4 5 Agree Disagree

3. Barriers to a wider implementation of proactive management in clinical practice and possible solutions

3.1 Talking with the patient, it is necessary to clarify the

importance of the correct adherence to long-term topical

treatment, explaining how this therapeutic regimen will

help in delaying relapses

1 (1.3%) 1 (1.3%) 9 (12.0%) 64 (85.3%) 97.3%

3.2 Continued dermatologist-patient relationship is central to

maintain correct adherence, optimizing the therapeutic

outcomes of long-term treatment, and educating patients

to avoid the use of self-prescribed remedies

3 (4.0%) 16 (21.3%) 55 (73.3%) 94.6%

3.3 The general practitioner can help in the monitoring of

long-term therapy, forming a network with the

dermatologist

3 (4.0%) 10 (13.3%) 21 (28.0%) 23 (30.7%) 18 (24.0%) 54.7%

3.4 For the active involvement of the patient, mixed

approaches are preferred, based on visits,

teleconsultations, visuals, apps

5 (6.7%) 17 (22.7%) 31 (41.3%) 15 (20.0%) 7 (9.3%) 29.3%

3.5 Apps for long-term therapy monitoring should be easy to

use, not time-consuming for the dermatologist, and

developed with the support of scientific societies

2 (2.7%) 7 (9.3%) 20 (26.7%) 24 (32.0%) 22 (29.3%) 61.3%

3.6 Monitoring of moderate psoriasis cases has worsened

considerably since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic;

this reinforces the importance of remote monitoring and

teleconsultation

5 (6.7%) 1 (1.3%) 30 (40.0%) 19 (25.3%) 6 (8.0%) 33.3%

Abbreviations: PGA, Physician Global Assessment; PASI, Psoriasis Area Severity Index.
aConsensus on the agreement is reached when ≥75% of voters express a vote equal to 4 or 5.50
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proactive treatment with Cal/BD foam with systemic conven-

tional and biological therapy was discussed for the first time.

The Panel widely considered this association as a viable and

promising therapeutic possibility, especially on challenging

areas like elbows, feet, and hands. Another possible setting of

use is when a response is poor/systemic therapy is contraindi-

cated. Of note, the Panel believes that the association of the

proactive treatment to systemic and biological therapy does not

need for a dose intensification, instead presents the possibility

of a dose reduction of the systemic therapy, thus favoring a pro-

longed remission.

Importantly, the Panel reached a consensus on the preferen-

tial use of the schedule applied in the PSO-LONG trial over the

so-called weekend therapy—i.e., the administration of Cal/BD

foam on 2 consecutive days (“weekend therapy”), which is

sometimes suggested and applied in clinical practice.44,45

Barriers to a wider implementation of proactive management

in clinical practice and possible solutions.

Adherence remains the most immediate issue when prescribing

any long-term therapy in clinical practice, and this is also true in

psoriasis.1,3 With specific reference to proactive management of

psoriasis, the Panel pointed out the importance of proper commu-

nication between the dermatologist and the patient, with the aim

to clearly explain the benefits of long-term proactive management

of psoriasis and optimize adherence, minimizing at the same time

the use of self-prescribed therapies by the patient. This is in line

with current suggestions in the field of psoriasis5,46 and was

somehow expected. However, while there was a consensus on

the importance of adherence and patient/physician communica-

tion, no consensus was reached on which measures should be

implemented in clinical practice to enhance adherence. Interven-

tions for improving adherence should be reliable, contemporary,

acceptable, and readily available to the person. With reference to

proactive management of psoriasis, the establishment of a GP/

Dermatologist network, the use of apps, and the wider implemen-

tation of telemedicine were proposed, and all of them were not

considered as suitable tools at the current time. In some previous

experiences, the use of telemedicine proved to increase patients’

adherence in clinical practice.5,47,48 However, those experiences

refer to a period before the boost of telemedicine because of the

COVID-19 pandemic, which posed new and unexpected chal-

lenges also to the proper dissemination of telemedicine.49 Further

investigation in this field and, most importantly, a proper definition

of the legal limits of telemedicine are required before these

approaches enter routine daily practice.

Conclusion

Although the treatment of severe psoriasis has more and more

new and effective weapons with the advent of biological drugs,

mild and moderate forms are treated with consolidated strate-

gies, without significant additional novelties. The proactive

approach constitutes an effective novelty useful not only in the

treatment of the disease itself in mild-to-moderate forms but

also in the prevention of relapses, with an improvement of QoL

for the patient.

This nationwide Italian project reported a consensus on the role

of proactive management of psoriasis with Cal/BD foam. Indeed, a

consensus was reached for the need of providing long-term proac-

tive topical treatment to reduce the risk of relapse and to treat chal-

lenging diseases sites or difficult patients where phototherapy or

systemic therapies are contraindicated or ineffective. The

Panel also reached a consensus on the possibility that the proac-

tive topical treatment can be used as an adjunct treatment to sys-

temic therapy, either conventional or biological, and the preferential

use of the schedule applied in the PSO-LONG trial over the so-

called weekend therapy. On the contrary, no consensus was

reached on which measures should be implemented in clinical prac-

tice to enhance adherence, and this should represent a field of

future research efforts.

The inclusion in guidelines of a proactive strategy among the

effective treatment options will be a fundamental step in the

evolution of a mild-moderate psoriasis therapeutic approach.
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